**Remote Support**
(Optional but highly encouraged)

**Virtual Learning & Milestones**
(Required)

- **Kickoff Virtual Event**
  August 13, 2020
  Self-directed individual or team learning as needed

- **Content Virtual Event**
  How to Rapidly Experiment
  September 16, 2020

- **Share & Learn Virtual Event**
  Cohort Convos: Share a test you’ve conducted with your peers
  October 22, 2020

- **Bi-Monthly Drop-in Office Hours**
  2nd Wednesday of every month from 12:00-1:00PM starting 9/9
  4th Thursday of every month from 12:00-1:00PM starting 8/27

- **Content Virtual Event**
  Revisiting the Driver Diagrams
  November 19, 2020

- **Share & Learn Virtual Event**
  Cohort Convos: Share a test you’ve conducted with your peers
  December 17, 2020

**Evaluation & Reporting**
(Required)

- **Metrics Office Hours**
  August 31, 2020
  Project Leads & Data/IT Leads Only
  Optional

- **Data Submission**
  1 of 3
  Due: September 15, 2020

- **Team Interviews**
  October 2020

- **Metrics Office Hours**
  November 2, 2020
  Project Leads & Data/IT Leads Only
  Optional

**Additional Notes**

- "Booster" Webinar (30 minutes)
  Making sense of your research
  9/3 from 12:00-12:30PM

- "Booster" Webinar (30 minutes)
  Supporting Rapid Testing
  10/1 from 12:00-12:30PM

- "Booster" Webinar (30 minutes)
  12/3 from 12:00-12:30PM